
 

Ailef as a make started life in the Grenoble region in 

1989 after the coming together of Daniel Rigolet and 

Lionel Favier. That said, it was by no means the start of it 

all, just the culminating date when these two pooled 

their resources for a common cause.  

At the time Rigolet had been a former French 

Polytechnic Institute engineer and also a seasoned 

rallycross driver with several titles to his name. From this 

he became involved with a new project; that of assisting 

with design and development of a new car for a new 

series. The series came about when professional race 

driver and three times French Rallycross Champion Max 

Mamers got together with a new found friend Fredric 

Gervoson in 1985 and came to the conclusion that 

winter ice racing would be the ticket. Mamers, who’d 

won the French rallycross championship for Talbot-

Matra in 1982 and 1983 piloting a Matra Murena, also 

owned a large food company called Andros which 

became the title of the new ice-racing series; the Andros 

Cup. Yet there is more; in a project shared between his 

polytechnic and Matra, Rigolet had been a main player 

in developing the 4wd Murena rallycross championship 

winning cars that not only won in Mamers’ hands, but 

dominated the sport through to 1986. He was also 

involved in developing the Lamborghini Miura racing 

spyder built by French Lamborghini specialist Edmond 

Ciclet. It raced through the 1971 season with Thierry 

Gorre at the wheel and competed in all manner of 

events including the Tour de France. 

The car that Rigolet helped develop for ice racing and 

the car they all drove, initially at least, was a special 2.5 

litre 4wd Citroen AX4. Rigolet assisted Denis Marcel, the 

chief engineer for the project and designer of its tube 

frame chassis. The next few seasons were spent 

competing for the Andros trophy alongside such well-

known local drivers as Mamers, Jean-Pierre Beltoise, 

Jean-Pierre Jarier, Bernard Balas, Jérôme Policand and 

others in what had become another national series, and 

eventually a minor international one.  It is perhaps 

interesting to note that Citroen later introduced a 

production four wheel drive version of the humble AX. 

Meanwhile Lionel Favier, of the same Grenoble region, 

cut his first teeth in Formula Ford around 1977 where he 

competed against Pierre Streiff, then raced a Geri sports 

racing car alongside Pierre’s brother, future Formula 1 

Dennis Marcel during initial testing of C4 in Flaine 
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driver Philippe Streiff in a Mambo CA76. Philippe won 

the series but his relationship with Favier wasn’t new; 

they’d been friends since childhood.  Favier was a civil 

engineer with his own building construction company 

and was still quite young then. In the same year, 1977, 

Favier and Streiff teamed up to build their first sportscar 

based on a new Mambo tub from designer Gerald 

Manicip. Favier, the engineer behind the project, 

designated the car Mambo LF 177 – LF for Lionel Favier, 

project 1, year 1977. This was later deemed to be the 

start of Ailef, although it was not yet an Ailef, just an LF. 

This was followed in 1978 by a second sports racing car, 

an LF 278. Unfortunately there is little recorded about its 

makeup or racing history. 

The next major development was when Favier and 

Rigolet got together to form Ailef proper, in 1989, and 

set up shop in Grenoble’s Saint Martin le Vinoux, with 

Streiff still involved. This move was instigated by Favier 

who used his initials L and F interposed with the vowels 

in his surname fAvIEr to form the name AILEF. Their first 

car was a Formula Renault single seater with the model 

number 390; the model designation is recorded as 

standing for 3rd project, year 1990, hence Ailef 390. It 

was completed in August and began racing at Lédenon 

circuit (now host to the French round of the European 

Superbike championship). In the hands of David 

Gavignaud it quickly demonstrated a strong potential 

that Streiff and another F1 pilot to be, Olivier Panis soon 

confirmed during lengthy testing 

at the Paul Ricard circuit under 

the expert eye of Gérard Camilli, 

followed by a season of racing. 

The car’s construction was 

based on a spaceframe panelled 

in aluminium. It was built with 

low cost in mind to support 

hopeful young drivers into the 

Formula Renault class. However 

funds were short and the car did 

not receive the support it 

needed. As a result only one was 

ever built. 

Ailef 490 seems to have been 

another (stillborn?) Formula 

Renault that was then followed 

by yet another of the same Ailef 390 with David Gavignaud, Philippe Streiff and Olivier Panis left to right, at Paul Ricard circuit. 

Model of original 590 



class, the Ailef 592 that certainly did show its true 

colours. In its first event at Pau, Philippe Leclerc held 

pole position until ten minutes before the end of 

practice. He was not able to defend this position due to 

a broken throttle cable and so started 3rdon grid and 

eventually finished 5th. This car had a few innovative 

features for its day including digital displays, compact 

radiator location, composite construction etc. The ‘etc’ 

included a front monoshock suspension system using 

top French Stac spring/damper units. Monoshock 

suspensions were only just showing their way into F1; 

Dallara for example first introduced monoshock front 

suspension in their 1993 F392. The 592 was also a study 

in aerodynamics with a carbon fibre single front wing, an 

internal venturi each side of the 

cockpit that channelled cooling air 

into the closed engine bay and the 

laterally mounted radiator just ahead 

of the engine. Outside each venturi 

was a foam-polyester sandwich 

ground effects pod or pan that 

extended the full width of the car. The 

composite work was outsourced to a 

small company called Serac 

Composites, a specialist in this work 

and 

builders of catamaran yachts. Behind the wing was an 

easy access hatch in the front bodywork, for suspension 

adjustment. The monocoque was kept very slim and 

‘sleek’ with full enclosure of all mechanical parts for 

minimal frontal area/ maximum penetration. Side 

venturis were a part of the monocoque structure, not 

just tacked on panels.  Bodywork was also kept high and 

fitting around the cockpit while the rear carbon wing 

was mounted off a central mast that flowed out of the 

rear body shape. Two cars were built initially; just how 

many were made in total is unsaid.  

Project 6, with the title Ailef 696 for the year it was 

released, followed suit; it was to be the first and only 
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true road car by Ailef.  Choice of body style may have 

been a part of the car’s lack of commercial success. No 

one seems too sure if more than a single car was built 

although a second car was actually under construction at 

the time the original one was being reviewed in 1997. A 

3-litre Audi V6 was planned for this car; more anon. 

Three different engines were stated as being fitted at 

different times in different reviews, and it was offered 

from 1996 through 1998, but that may simply be it – 

perhaps two or three cars in total. There is also some 

talk of it starting life as a fixed-head, but there are no 

photos to confirm that. Its issue was this; being 

engineers, car enthusiasts and proficient drivers, it was 

not good enough to have a car that looked the part but 

‘played dumb’. Nor was the thought of a near perfect 

replica even in contention. The body style chosen was 

simply an evocation of a recognised classic in style and 

design. But more importantly, it was chosen because it 

was compact, performed efficiently and looked the part 

too …it was the sports-racing Dino 206 SP, the baby 

brother of the beautiful P3/4 Ferrari. Yet the 696 is its 

own master, looking very much like but not the same as 

the 206, yet still maintaining a sense of balance and 

cohesion in its translation. And this was its problem. 

The French don’t seem to have much in the way of 

replicas, apart from a rare Cobra, Daytona or Porsche 

Spyder copy. Oh, and of course, Bugatti plus the very 

occasional retro effect special. Local blog site discussions 

illustrate very clearly that the Ailef car is thought of by 

most as being a halfway house replica; not a cheap and 

cheerful car that does its best to look the same despite 

its underpinnings, nor and expensive exact copy with 

proper Ferrari engine et al.  And at 400,000 to 480,000 

Francs it was quite expensive for 1996-98; almost the 

same as the modern looking Veyrat 630 that was also 

shunned by its countrymen. I suspect, however, that had 

these boutique French concerns cared to export to 

Britain or the United States they may have found a small 

but ready market. Yet that seems to be the downfall of 

the French car industry as a whole; a shyness to export 

with pride. May-be they think they are just a little too 

left field to be appreciated, and perhaps at times that is 

so. 



In terms of styling differences from the Dino, the longer 

rear deck may appear overly elongated when viewed 

directly side on. This length is a result of a more 

pronounced tail and rear spoiler, a greater distance 

between the cockpit and rear wheels to accommodate 

longer or larger engine/ transmission installations, and 

shorter flying buttresses at the rear of the cockpit for 

better rear vision. The rear also housed a handy 75 litre 

boot, padded with heat insulation and trimmed in 

leather, which was something the racing Dino didn’t 

require. An interesting detail includes a 

cabin vent located high up on the 

trailing edge of both left and right 

buttresses where a venturi affect would 

help suck the air out when the roof was 

fitted. There is also a chin spoiler buried 

deep down under the front of the car 

that can be raised and lowered 

mechanically by a driver operated 

switch inside the cockpit. This may seem 

like a gimmick, but it allows the bottom 

of the spoiler to be closer to the ground 

without much risk of urban damage 

from speed humps, drive crossing etc. 

All this thoughtful detailing combined 

with a good overall body design results 

in a Cd of 0.35 and a CdX of 0.480; by 

comparison the best modern Ferrari is a 

308GT which lists a Cd of 0.32 but a CdX 

of 0.515. An F40, which is still one of the best Ferraris, 

has a Cd or 0.34 and CdX of 0.629… So the Ailef 696 does 

quite well for a car of its era, due partly to its compact 

nature. 

Construction follows similar principles to their previous 

race cars, only it is more heavily constructed.  It is a fully 

triangulated round tube and fabricated box section steel 

spaceframe with aluminium panels bonded and riveted 

on both the inside and outside of the frame around the 



cockpit and up front. The rear framework is left open 

and unpanelled. Bodywork is all GRP except for the 

structural sills which one reference says are carbon fibre 

sheathed. The result is a stiff yet light car that weighed 

in at 790kg with 40 litres of fuel in its original form 

(750kg dry) distributed 38/62% front/ rear.  

The engine at this stage was the 2849cc (91 x 73mm) 

Renault 25 PRV V6 in sohc 2-valve per cylinder format, 

still with a 9.5:1 compression. But it wasn’t standard. 

Power had been pushed up to 230bhp @ 6500rpm, as 

opposed to 160bhp seen in the hottest of the Renault 

25s and the original non turbocharged Renault Alpine 

GTA. The Ailef team were aiming at 250bhp. This engine 

was mounted as per the Renault 25; inline north-south 

with 5-speed transaxle out behind. To achieve this rather 

large gain in power Ailef ‘flowed’ the heads and ports, 

fitted special camshafts to each sohc bank, and got a 

recognised specialist Orbissoud to build the exhaust 

system. The electronic management system was then 

naturally revised to fully utilise these changes by 

specialist Roger Plantier of CAR Compétition. The end 

result was one described by Échappement as being lively 

in a manner that is totally unrecognisable in a Peugeot 

604 or R30, yet with the flexibility of a regular shopping 

hack, with rising power all the way from 1000rpm to its 

7300rpm limit. Auto-Hebdo said it reminded them of the 

Maserati V6 found it the Merak and Citroën SM; strong 

voice yet calm and easy to drive on the wave of torque. 

Both are 90 degree V6 engines, cut down from original 

V8 designs. 

In this format the 696 had a claimed 0:100kph/62mph 

time of 4.5 seconds, a standing kilometre of 22 seconds 

and a top speed of 280kph/ 174mph. These runs were 

achieved using special sticky Michelin MXX 3 tyres that 

were standard offerings for this car. They ran on 8x16” 

front rims and 10x16” rear, with 205x45/ ZR 16 and 

245x45 ZR 16 tyres respectively. Wheelbase is a fairly 

standard 2300mm/ 90.55”, while tracks front and rear 

are 1400/ 1410mm, or 55.12/ 55.51”. Overall 

dimensions are 3900x1700x1070mm or 

153.54x66.93x42.13” for length, width and height. 

Pricing was 400,000 francs at this stage. 

Later information, presumably for 1997 or 98 had the 

car using an east-west mounted 3-litre 4-valve per 

cylinder engine that allowed Ailef to achieve its 250bhp 

at 6000rpm. The only 24-valve 3-litre east-west motor 

that might have around 250bhp, when tweaked, was the 

newly introduced 60 degree Renault V6, which in 1998 

developed 197bhp at 6000rpm, and 260 N.m of torque 

at 3600rpm (192.ft.lb). Was this the engine used, but 

once again modified by Ailef..?  It is unlikely to have 

been an Audi powered car for as far as I know, all the V6 

models at that stage were mounted north-south, and 

the only Audi V6 with a 3-litre capacity was a 217bhp 5-

valve per cylinder engine which produced its power at 

6300rpm. Weight at this stage is quoted as another 10kg 

heavier at 760kg. Listed performance of this model 696 



was no better than the earlier PRV powered car. Its price 

had also risen to 480,000 francs. 

There is yet another later version, shown road testing on 

u-tube with a turbocharged V6 engine mounted 

longitudinally. An article on the car from around the 

same period says that the car they were testing was 

powered by a 3-litre Diesel Audi V6 TDi engine. This car 

appears to have had a similar performance enveloped as 

the original 230bhp PRV powered model, but with a 

slower 0:100kph time of 5.0 seconds. Test driver for the 

u-tube clip was Jérôme Policand who had by then raced 

at Le Mans in 1996 and 97, and has since raced there 

most years until 2010. It is also interesting to note that 

the Ailef 696 lapped the Grenoble Dauphinoise circuit 

two seconds quicker than a similarly driven F40 Ferrari. 

Sure, Dauphinoise is not an outright horsepower track; 

more one that requires a balance of vehicle ‘skills’. In the 

Auto-Hebdo report the writer admits an initial 

disinterest in the car, seeing it as a copycat Ferrari. 

However, Favier and Rigolet kept sending his magazine 

updates of work in progress on the prototype which 

gradually won his interest. When he heard about the F40 

match, the reporter was hooked and made his visit. 

Firstly he was taken by the simplicity and yet close 

attention to (exquisite) detail that was apparent in the 

construction and finishing of the car. Even shut lines, 

leather trim and ease of access all impressed - for 

example the front and rear bodywork can be easily lifted 

off after the removal of just 6 bolts each. 1000 hours 

were spent on finishing the car to perfection, along with 

200,000 francs on employing specialist subcontractors.  

On the track the reporter likened the car’s feel to that of 

the Renault Spyder in that it was not too harshly sprung 

or damped. Cornering balance, stability and response 

were said to be remarkable, as were grip and bite when 

accelerating and braking. He said that he had Policand 

coax him to aim higher, and remarked that although the 

car’s natural tendency was to four-wheel drift on the 

limit, applying excess power on exiting a corner would 

bring the car into an oversteer attitude or slide.  

Front suspension consists of standard classical tubular 

double wishbones with the arms nicely braced at their 



base / inner pivot ends, forming a full triangle 

and eliminating longitudinal flex. Unusually the 

pivots on the chassis ends use bronze bush 

bearings. Front and rear hubs/ uprights are 

specially cast items too. The steering rack and 

anti-swaybar were both mounted in front of 

the axle line. It was a racecar style setup but 

with an older style outboard spring-damper 

unit that at the time was still usual practice in 

all but single seat formula cars. Favier had 

been working on monoshock suspension 

system which he later patented in Europe; 

some of the ideas used in the 696 appear to be 

a forerunner. Brakes are 258mm ventilated AP 

Racing cast iron discs and 4-pot callipers with 

twin master cylinders and a cockpit adjustable 

bias, providing outstanding stopping power in 

such a light car. The mechanical handbrake 

operates on a separate disc derived from a 

racing kart setup! Sitting next to the pedal box is an 

electric heater fan unit; it appears that it uses the 

heated air from the radiator to blow hot air in to the 

footwell when needed.  

At the rear was a another race car style arrangement 

with a twist in that it has upper and lower trailing 

links plus a lateral arm each side at the top, but less 

usual double lateral arms each side at the bottom. 

Again there is an anti-swaybar with a drop link to the 

top of the hub, plus a remote reservoir for the 

standard outboard spring damper unit. Rear brakes 

are the same as the front, mounted up alongside the 

transaxle to reduce unsprung weight. The engine bay 

is fairly open at this point so cooling with such a 

relatively light car should not have created issues. 

 Spoiler Down,   
Spoiler UP 



However, there are two large exhaust silencers not too 

far away! 

Watching the car ‘pushed’ around a circuit it is clear that 

there is sufficient wheel travel without hard damping. 

The car rides the rumble strips and rolls enough to give 

feel without showing signs of too much compliance or 

softness. The test driver Policand does manage to do a 

150 degree spin at one stage, exiting a series of 

switchback bends. A brief discussion followed this 

moment, one that I did not comprehend… 

Interior equipment is minimalist, with much exposed 

riveted aluminium, stitched padded leather on the sills 

to match the seats, with good supportive seats and a 

neat but functional digital dash. It rather reminds me of 

the English Ultima – the car that English mainstream 

magazines won’t test knowing that in terms of outright 

performance it will beat their boss’s hyper supercars 

around a track and on the road. According to the original 

and later 1997 write-ups (the latter by the authoritive 

Echappement magazine), the 696 is a performance 

focused road car with race car like credentials, able to 

punch well above its weight. But for all that it didn’t get 

enthusiast drivers rushing to its door. 

In the intervening period between this and the next 

vehicle, Favier and Rigolet were busy on a study project 

that focused on chassis and running gear of race cars; 

track and rally, but was also applicable to road cars. 

What they developed was filed for patent on 23rd 

September 1998 and published on 4/01/1999. It evolved 

out of a Patent filed by Michelin in 1953 that was no 

further pursued. Its purpose is to provide a no-roll 

suspension system with no roll resistance, affording the 

tyres maximum bite on the pavement. They used the 

terms isostatic and hydrostatic. The isostatic term 

related to the equilibrium of the total suspension 

package. My translation of their comment is ‘if a block is 

placed under a single wheel, the load under the other 

three wheels is not changed…  Hydrostatic refers to the 

equilibrium of the hydraulics of the system. Ailef had 



various ways of implementing this ‘practice’, from a 

mono-coil over spring-damper unit with hydraulic 

‘management’ right up to a fully hydraulic spring/ 

damping medium.  

Just how it works is beyond my full understanding at this 

stage, but its purpose and function is to overcome the 

Achilles heel of a regular monoshock system; that is, 

when one wheel experiences a bump the effect is 

transferred to the opposite or interconnected wheel. In 

conjunction with a set of suspension travel drawings and 

more complete description supplied by Ailef with the 

patent, there was a list or summary attached to the 

drawing that essentially stated what Ailef could offer 

other automotive concerns as a consultancy. Translated 

these read:  * Study kinematics and dynamics of 

suspensions * Modelling static-dynamic vehicles * 

Analytical study of the behaviour of vehicles  * Definition 

of working drawings of suspension and steering *  

Calculation of visco-elastic elements (springs, dampers, 

anti-roll bar) * Setting running gear and weights * Test 

and calibration buffers * (they state) Out work is 

particularly well suited to the hill climb and circuit cars * 

Prototyping and production of sets and subsets * 

Research and patent. Obviously, these things take the 

consultancy process beyond the EIA (elastic 

interconnected axle) suspension system they patented.  

The system they offered could be fitted just to one end 

of the vehicle, but ideally to both ends with all four 

suspensions interconnected. Looking at the illustration 

one can see how roll is averted; the compressive loads 

on the outside causes the inside of the car to be forced 

down on its suspension by an equivalent amount due to 

the natural transfer of fluids from left top to lower right 

and vice versa. , but it appears to me that the bump in 



one wheel effects a similar defection on the opposing 

side. Perhaps I a missing something here… I would think 

that a shut-off valve is need between left and right sides 

that only opens when lateral cornering forces occur. 

However, the Ailef system is a lot more complex than a 

simple mechanical setup, with electronic intervention 

that is not really discussed in the patent. 

Following this research work, in the year 2000 Ailef 

returned to its race car heritage and this time to its 

sportsracing routes. It was the 7th project and was so 

called the Ailef 700 CN where CN stood for the class it 

was designed to race in. It did away with many of the 

chassis tubes and instead had a riveted aluminium tub 

with like 

constructed 

extensions to 

the rear, 

tubular rollcage 

and outrigger 

tie bars. Hubs 

are specially 

cast aluminium 

uprights front 

and rear and 

are quite 

lightweight in 

appearance. 

Each upright 

has provision 

for a disc brake, 

calliper mount 

and steering 

arm, and are set 

up in the same 

manner front and rear with all articulated joints using 

spherical bearings. 

Front suspension is a long arm tubular double wishbone 

arrangement with pushrods to a shared central triangle 

that looks a bit like a small forward facing wishbone with 

a spring damper unit at its apex. This was the simpler 

mechanical/ hydraulic version of the patented 

monoshock design discussed above. At the rear there is 

a neat and tidy pullrod system on each side, each with 

their own traditional spring damper unit and no EIA 

setup (initially). The suspension location was again of 

lightweight tube with upper and lower lateral and 

longitudinal arms each side with, toe-in controlled by an 



adjustable tie rod – just like the front. Brakes use 

283mm ventilated Wilwood discs with 4-piston callipers 

all round, plus double Girling master cylinders for a 

front/ rear bias adjustable split using individual 

reservoirs and balance bar. Naturally, braided brake lines 

are to be seen all round using aircraft quality Goodridge 

hoses and fittings. Later cars got the EIA ‘works’ front 

and rear with interconnection all round. It is also 

interesting to note that with this system, wheels and 

tyres are the same front and rear even though the car is 

a rear biased mid-engined vehicle. Whether the rear 

wing that is cantilevered off the back of the car was 



placed in this position to create greater downforce at 

the rear in order to counter this apparent tyre anomaly, 

is an interesting question. However, it also illustrates the 

claim of isostatic equilibrium all round. 

The rear wing and its mounting is an integral part of the 

chassis so that the body has no load on it other than any 

aero forces. All up weight is 520kg running a 175bhp 2-

litre Peugeot Mi16 engine in Group CN; although similar 

engines were no doubt able to be fitted, the car was 

designed primarily the Peugeot and its 5-speed transaxle 

with a 2-litre Vti-r Honda unit as a preferred option. 

Overall dimensions are wheelbase 2300mm, front and 

rear tracks both 1540mm each (90.55, 60.63”) with 

similar size wheels and tyres all round. Length, width, 

height are 3670, 1750, 1000mm (144.5, 68.9, 39.4 

inches). 

Jérôme Policand was again involved in the project with 

Favier being the main mover from the original team with 

Rigolet taking more of a back seat role. Chassis were 

available from €27,440, or complete cars from €180,000. 

Just how many were sold is not even discussed, but I 

have seen pictures of three different cars. Apparently 

the 700 has been quite successful, so there were 

probably several more built. Some even appear with 

headlamps, although the cars are so close to the ground 

it is unlikely that any have been used on the road like 

certain model Radicals. 

The last car to date is called the Ailef 808 CM, 8th car, 

2008, CM class vehicle which is for engines up to a 

maximum 1000cc. It is a minimalist modern day 

Clubman’s racing car designed to run a motorcycle 

engine transversely in the mid-rear position.  Chassis for 

this car is a full monocoque using sheet aluminium and 

stainless steel, with fibreglass body that is fixed to the 

chassis for the main panels, but removable for all areas 

that could require access or repair. Front suspension is 

double wishbone with spherical joints at both inner and 

outer ends. It uses a pushrod to a short rocker which 

operates an adjustable coil-over transverse monoshock 

unit. There is also an anti-rollbar, which like in F1, admits 

that there is still roll (due to there being a roll couple 

between the centre of gravity and suspension roll 

centre), plus heat treated cast aluminium hub carriers 

with once again 248mm cast iron discs and twin piston 

light alloy callipers with Goodridge braided hoses.  The 

steering rack also uses rod-end connections at its outer 

ends. 

Rear suspension is rather unusual in that it has top and 

bottom trailing arms attached to the outer ends of their 

respective top and bottom lateral links, plus a 

triangulated toe-arm or tie-rod at the top, and another 

transverse link between the left and right hubs, 

connected at the same point as the tie-rod. One would 

think this would cause too much fight within the top 

arms of the suspension, but is there it would seem, to 

create some sort of toe correlation between left and 

right wheels. It is also not entirely evident how the 

adjustable spring damper units are operated, but the 

specs say by pushrod. Hubs and brakes are the same as 

the front, with balance 

created by a balance-bar 

between two master 

cylinders.   

To meet CM rules the car 

has to have a rollcage as 

seen in the photos, 

sandwich aluminium-

honeycomb front impact 

bulkhead ahead of the 

driver, 6-point harness 

with aircraft style buckle, 

extinguisher system 

operated on the dash and 

outside bodywork, plus an 

electrical circuit breaker 

system. 

The CM class is a sportscar, 

open of closed with 

motorcycle engine of not 

only a 1000cc or less, but 

also a 14,000rpm rev limit. Minimum weight is 380kg, as 

per the Ailef example, with 6-speed gearbox to rear diff. 

Its purpose was to give maximum performance for 

minimum budget. The 808 development was done with 

the driver Jérôme Deloras, and went through a post 

   EIA suspensions mounted on an AILEF 700 L (CN 2-liter prototype) 



Ailef 808 CM - dimensions 

Length: 3150mm   124.0”  

Width: 1720mm     67.7” 

Height: 1030mm     40.5” to rollbar 

Wheelbase: 2550mm  88.6” 

Track f:   1500mm 59.1” 

Track r:   1480mm 28.3” 

Weight:  380kg (approx. 40/60%) 

Tyres f/r:  6.5 x 19.5 / 7.5 x 21 

Wheels f/r:  6” & 7” x 13” dia. 

Engine: <1000cc, 180 to 200+bhp 
 

launch development stage, after which it was 

homologated by FFSA. It is a very compact car to the 

point that to reach the minimum 380kg it requires 

ballast. The published 40:60 weight distribution is with 

driver aboard. Ailef set out to design a sportscar that 

drew upon single-seater principals and looks, to create a 

sportscar that performed like a formula car. Apparently 

it has been very successful at achieving this goal. 

A second car was finished in June 2009 fitted with a 

9000km second hand GSXR K6 engine. Asking price was 

€ 32,000. At that stage Ailef were offering three more 

cars for 2010. By the time the 808 came around, Rigolet 

was pretty much out of the picture; he would have been 

66 by then.  The copyright for the official Ailef Website, 

published by Favier, stopped in 2011, and the email link 

no longer works. By 2012 would have been 58. Perhaps 

he felt it was time to pursue other interests.  

See link to full article on Ailef 

suspension technology.  


